Abstract -We investigate the behavior of iteratively decoded low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes over the binary erasure channel in the so-called "waterfall region". We show that the performance curves in this region follow a very basic scaling law. This scaling law, combined with previously known expressions for the error floor, yields a promising direction for analyzing the performance of irregular LDPC codes of practical lengths.
I. Introduction
While the infinite length analysis of LDPC codes is well understood, much less is known about the finite length performance. For the Binary Erasure Channel, BEC( ), a combinatorial approach, proposed in [3, 4] , gives the exact ensemble error probability curves. However, for practical lengths and/or irregular code ensembles, computing these finite length performance curves becomes too costly.
In this work, we observe, and prove in the case of the BEC, that the performance curves follow a simple scaling law.
II. Scaling Function for BEC( )
Under some mild technical conditions, we prove that, around the asymptotic threshold * , the expected block error probability over BEC( ) verifies that for a fixed z := √ n( * − ) and the blocklength n tending to infinity,
We conjecture further, that the scaling can be refined to
The scaling parameters α and β can be computed analytically from the code characteristics. The following table lists * , α and β for several (l,r)-regular code ensembles. The following figure compares this (refined) scaling function (dashed line) to the exact ensemble average block error probability (solid line) for the (3,6) ensemble over the BEC( ). 
III. General Channels
It is an open problem to prove that a similar scaling law holds for different channels (BSC, AWGN,...), different code ensembles and/or different iterative decoders. However, this scaling seems to hold true in a much more general setting. As an example, we show the comparison of the block error probability for the (3,6) ensemble over the additive white Gaussian noise channel decoded by a quantized version of belief propagation implemented in hardware with a similar scaling function where the scaling parameters have been fitted empirically to the data. 
